January

N E W S L E T T E R

Disney+ is the dedicated streaming home for TV series and movies from Disney, Pixar, Marvel,
Star Wars, National Geographic and Star, including exclusive Disney+ Originals.
We’re starting 2022 on a high with Eternals, the latest Marvel blockbuster directed by the ACADEMY AWARD®-winning
director, Chloé Zhao. We’ve also got an extra helping of Bob’s Burgers, alongside some all-time favourite movies like
The Big Short and Marley and Me to warm up those cold winter nights.
You can also start looking forward to a month of musical icons, with the arrival of the all-new ABC special,
The Real Queens of Hip-Hop: The Women Who Changed the Game, which gets up close to female rappers Eve,
Da Brat, Trina, City Girls, Monie Love, Yo-Yo and more. Plus, the arrival of Queens, which follows four women in their
40s who reunite for a chance to recapture their fame and regain their swagger as the Nasty Bitches,
their ‘90s group that made them legends in the hip-hop world.
Please note, movie & TV series availability can vary by country and is subject to change. The below is correct at time of issuing.
For general media inquiries, please contact Disney+ UK Press Office

DID YOU KNOW?
New Year, new streaming! There’s so much to get excited about this year. Make sure
these 2022 highlights are on your radar: Pam & Tommy, Welcome to Wrexham, Pistol,
The Dropout, Fleishman is in Trouble, Immigrant and more
Celebrating an epic 2021 on Disney+: From 22nd December our homepage
will showcase some of this year’s streaming highlights, from Dopesick and Loki,
to WandaVision and Only Murders in the Building
Plus, more of your favourites: We’re warming up January with a whole host of sizzling
new arrivals. Get ready for brand new episodes of The World According to Jeff Goldblum,
The Book of Boba Fett and Mixed-ish

A BATTLE WITH THE DEVIANTS
Marvel Studios’ Eternals follows a group of ancient heroes from beyond the stars who have protected the Earth since the
dawn of man. When monstrous creatures called Deviants, long thought lost to history, mysteriously return, the Eternals are
forced to reunite in order to defend humanity once again.
Eternals features an outstanding ensemble cast, including Gemma Chan as humankind-loving Sersi; Richard Madden as the
all-powerful Ikaris; Kumail Nanjiani as cosmic-powered Kingo; Lia McHugh as Sprite, an eternally young old soul; and Brian
Tyree Henry as intelligent inventor Phastos. Chloé Zhao directs the film, and Kevin Feige and Nate Moore are the producers,
with Louis D’Esposito, Victoria Alonso and Kevin de la Noy serving as executive producers.

Eternals

Streaming from 12th January - exclusively on Disney+

[+] STILLS

[+] PROJECT FACT SHEET

A MONKEY IN A SUIT?
A Japanese snow monkey, aided by the ghost of an American assassin, goes on a revenge
quest through the Tokyo underworld, and becomes the famous “killer of killers.”

Marvel’s Hit Monkey – Original Series

Streaming from 26th January - exclusively on Disney+

[+] STILLS

[+] PROJECT FACT SHEET

THE RETURN OF THE ‘90S CHART TOPPERS
Queens follows four women in their 40s who reunite for a chance to recapture their fame and regain their swagger they had as the Nasty
Bitches, their ‘90s group that made them legends in the hip-hop world. The series is from ABC Signature, a part of Disney Television Studios.

Queens – Original Series

Streaming from 19th January - exclusively on Disney+

[+] IMAGES

[+] PROJECT FACT SHEET

THE WOMEN WHO CHANGED THE GAME
The Real Queens of Hip-Hop: The Women Who Changed the Game takes an intimate look at the evolution and impact of women emcees
and rappers, told by the trailblazing artists who helped create a musical and cultural empire. Featuring an all-female interview line-up –
from pioneers of the ‘70s and ‘80s, to chart-toppers of the ‘90s and ‘00s, to stars of today – these groundbreaking women open up about
their biggest career moments and share behind-the-scenes looks into their personal stories.

Special - The Real Queens of Hip Hop: The Women Who Changed the Game

Streaming from 14th January - exclusively on Disney+

[+] STILLS

THE MYSTERY CONTINUES
When private detectives Cassie Dewell and Jenny Hoyt reunite to investigate a car wreck outside of Helena, Montana, they soon discover
that the case may not be as straightforward as it seems. As they unravel the mystery of the accident, their worlds will collide with a band of
unsuspecting teens, a flirtatious face from Jenny’s past, and a vicious outsider hellbent on finding answers.

Big Sky Season 2 – Original Series

Streaming from 5th January - exclusively on Disney+

[+] STILLS

[+] PROJECT FACT SHEET

BACK FOR MORE
Jeff Goldblum is back with brand new episodes. In this new season of the National Geographic series, Jeff uncovers surprising secrets
behind a whole new host of topics. While meeting a new cast of fantastic characters, from passionate fans to experts unveiling life-changing
new technology, Jeff discovers just how these topics have shaped the world we live in.

The World According to Jeff Goldblum Season 2 – Disney+ Original Series

Part 2 streaming from 19th January - exclusively on Disney+

[+] KEY ART

[+] MEDIA KIT

GET A BRIGHT START TO 2022
Don’t let the post-holiday blues get you down! There’s plenty coming to Disney+ in January to lift your spirits (or if you’re
looking to have a good cry, we’ve got that covered too!). From Disney+ Originals to modern classics heading your way,
settle in and start looking forward to a very happy new year.

The Spectacular Now

Bob’s Burgers – Season 11

Streaming from 7th January

Streaming from 5th January

The Big Short

Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Long Haul

Streaming from 7th January

Streaming from 14th January

Marley and Me

Date Night

Streaming from 7th January

Streaming from 28th January

FIND WARMTH THIS WINTER
Looking to escape the cold? Searching for sunshine or adventure? This January, National Geographic can take you to all corners of
the world. Explore African plains, take a dive into the Aegean Sea, or even discover the creation of the new presidential aircraft.

Born Wild: The Next Generation

Africa’s Hunters S2

Streaming from 7th January

Streaming from 12th January

Born in Africa S1

The New Air Force One: The Flying Fortress

Streaming from 19th January

Streaming from 21st January

Buried Secrets of Keros

Where Oceans Collide

Streaming from 14th January

Streaming from 7th January
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